Abstract. BDD based reachability methods suffer from lack of robustness in performance, whereby it is difficult to estimate which one should be adopted for a given problem. We present a novel approach that examines a few short samples of the computation leading to an automatic, robust and modular way of reconciling the various methods for reachability. Our approach is able to intelligently integrate diverse reachability techniques such that each method can possibly get enhanced in efficiency. The method is in many cases orders of magnitude more efficient and it finishes all the invariant checking properties in VIS-Verilog benchmarks.
Introduction
BDD based reachability methods suffer from wild inconsistency in performance, whereby it is difficult to estimate which method should be adopted for a given problem. We analyze four different ways of doing reachability analysis, forward or backward reachability using partitioned [4] or unpartitioned BDDs [1, 2] for state set representation. It is often the case that though one method can compute reachability easily, the others find it very difficult. In this paper, we present a completely automatic strategy to determine the more effective method by running a few short samples of the above methods. These samples provide a short initial sampling of the performance of the various methods by observing the initial computations until a predefined cutoff in BDD size is reached. This approach determines the best direction for reachability analysis as well as the effectiveness of performing state space partitioning. Note that each method has its own domain of applicability. We have designed our approach so that it can benefit from the strengths of each method.
Importantly, at the end of the independently run samples, we allow all their computation to be shared. This can significantly enhance the performance of each technique. In many cases the reduction in reachability time for standard OBDD methods can be dramatic when its reached state set is augmented using information from POBDD samples.
Prediction Using Short Samples
We use a sample-based algorithm to predict the effective method. A sample for an algorithm is a short initial computation using that algorithm.
The algorithm runs one sample each of the backward and forward partitioned reachability followed by forward and backward symbolic monolithic (nonpartitioned) reachability. This order is chosen because we find backward reachability and partitioned reachability more suitable for finding bugs. Therefore, if there is a "easy" bug, then it can be found during the sampling process. The samples are run until a predefined size cutoff is exceeded. This cutoff is small enough to allow efficient performance of symbolic operations and is set at a fixed multiple of the representation size of the state transition relation.
If the samples themselves do not finish the computation, they are used to predict the most effective approach for the rest of the computation. Firstly, the appropriate direction is determined from the samples of symbolic forward and backward reachability. We use the number of images completed as measure for deciding the most effective method.
After selecting the direction, the algorithm tries to predict whether partitioned reachability is more effective than the monolithic approach, where state sets are represented as single BDDs. This is done by considering the number of states reached by samples run using both approaches in the selected direction. If the total number of reachable states explored by either method is significantly better than that of the other method, then we have a winner. If this number is comparable for both approaches, then a meaningful metric to break the tie seems to be the rate of coverage defined as number of states covered vs. corresponding time.
In this manner, the samples are used to pick a method that is likely to be the most effective method.
Augmenting the State Sets
To avoid the repeated overlapping computations, after deciding the effective method the algorithm augments the initial states and the invariant by adding the states reached by all samples. In the forward direction, the reachability analysis starts from the union of the reached states using both forward samples. Likewise, the error set, which is set of states that satisfy the negation of the invariant, is replaced by the union of the sets states reached by the two backward samples. If the direction of computation is backward, then the error states are the start set and the augmented initial states are the target. This allows the computations performed by the samples to be reused.
In the next section, we describe our experiments and analyze the results.
Experiments
We compare the methodology proposed in this paper with the forward and backward reachability approaches of VIS and static partitioned reachability analysis. We compute one sample each in forward and backward directions, using partitioned as well as non-partitioned data structures for the state set in reachability. Our current package is not optimized with respect to partitioned exploration of state space. For example, it doesn't implement all the efficient heuristics presented in [3, 5] . All experiments were run on identical dual processor Xeon machines. They were allowed to run for a maximum time of one day, and the memory available to each run was bounded by 500MB.
Benchmarks
For experiments on reachability and invariant checking, we chose the public domain circuits from the VIS-Verilog [7] benchmark suite. In the following, we indicate property number i of circuit named ckt as ckt i. Table 1 shows the runtime for checking the invariants of the VIS-verilog benchmark circuits for five methods. The entry "T" and "M" in the table represents a timeout limit of 1 day and memory out limit of 500MB.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an automatic self-tuning sample-based approach to address the inconsistency in performance of the BDD based reachability techniques. Many of the circuits time-out on one or other direction of reachability and some abort even when using partitioning. However, we find that the circuits aborted by backward are finished by forward and vice-versa in many cases. Note, the samples enable one to automatically select the appropriate method and the performance of the sample-centric approach is very robust and always significantly better than the worst. Such cases are shown in Table 1 (d). The table shows that the completely automatic sample-based approach is able to pick the right method from a set of different methods by using short samples of their initial reachability computation.
In a few cases, the wrong method may be picked, but even so, the samplebased approach is able to complete, due to the information available from the other samples. A more detailed version of this paper can be obtained from http://verify.stanford.edu/PAPERS/dsahoo-charme05-e.pdf [6] .
